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HB 912 - Public Safety - Safe Neighborhoods Pilot Program 

UNFAVORABLE 

The ACLU of Maryland and the Maryland Office of the Public Defender urge an 
unfavorable report on HB 912 which would establish a program to provide and 
install doorbell cameras and security systems in the homes of program applicants. 
The Governor’s Office of Crime Prevention, Youth, and Victim Services would 
establish and administer the program, with a focus on high crime areas. It would 
also require the Office to release a report on program participation and outcomes. 
 
While the bill includes provisions that bar law enforcement from compelling 
residents to share footage with law enforcement agencies, law enforcement can 
often bypass resident approval entirely by contacting security providers directly, 
essentially nullifying this protection. Despite historically refuting claims that 
footage was handed over to police without a warrant or the owner’s approval, 
Amazon recently admitted that they have, in fact, at numerous times, given law 
enforcement access to Ring footage without a warrant and without owner’s 
consent in exigent circumstances. The company did not specify what types of 
circumstances would prompt unilateral release.1 Given this revelation, the 
protections in the bill would not be adequate safeguards against misuse and abuse 
of the program. Additionally, while the bill directs the Office to create regulations 
that protect user’s data as it is stored, much of this is left up to the provider. 
Current data storage and security practices can leave users vulnerable. These 
security systems are vulnerable to hacking.2 Additionally, recently, several bugs 
were discovered in Ring camera systems that could have allowed access to 
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millions of camera recordings, names, geolocations, and contact information.3 
Ring is currently the defendant in two class action lawsuits involving data privacy 
and storage, including one proposed class action suit alleging the misuse and 
mishandling of biometric data.4  
 
For the foregoing reasons, we urge an unfavorable report on HB 912. 
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